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in a new form
Form meets function – the new BINZ.H2 –
always elegant and absolutely efficient.
Based on the Mercedes-Benz E-Class, the
BINZ.H2 combines exclusive design and a
unique driving experience with high-grade
interior fittings for perfect everyday use.
Equally impressive and also economic, the
BINZ.H2 stages you and the occasion
perfectly. That is driving in a modern form.

―― EFFICIENCY IN ITS BEST FORM
Ergonomic interior fittings, automatic
control of windows, tailgates, and lighting
plus innovative space concepts turn the
BINZ.H2 into a reliable everyday work
assistant.

―― ELEGANTLY PERFECT IN FORM
Clear language of form, seemingly seamless side widows, and
high-quality applications underline the trend-setting design
of the BINZ.H2 – with an eye for every detail.

―― APPEARANCE WITH FORMAT
Timeless beauty, innovative technology,
top grade materials, and a tailor-made
interior ensure that the BINZ.H2 is the
premium product in every modern
vehicle fleet.
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in every detail

Outstanding quality and workmanship, exclusive
design, precisely tailored to your needs – the
customized interior of your BINZ.H2 combines
beauty with practicality.
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BINZ.H2 | TECHNICAL DATA
BASIC VEHICLE

Mercedes Benz E213

WHEELBASE

3800 mm

VEHICLE LENGTH

5794 mm

VEHICLE WIDTH

1852 mm

VEHICLE LENGTH

5794 mm

VEHICLE HEIGHT

1795 mm

CASKET DECK

electrically powered height, adjustment, manual withdrawal /
electrically powered as option

STORAGE SPACE

BINZ swing door

TAILGATE

electrically powered

Product changes may occur after the editorial deadline for this brochure (07/2022).
The models portrayed partly include optional equipment that is not part of the standard
scope of delivery. We are happy to provide you with an individual quote. Changes in design,
features and content are reserved by BINZ International GmbH, printing errors and omissions
are excepted. Colour differences depend on the printing process. Reproduction in whole or
in part only permitted with the written consent of BINZ International GmbH, SchwäbischGmünd (Baden-Württemberg).

